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INTRODUCTION

As we delve deeper into the dreaded bear market, the monetization opportunities become

slimmer. Cryptocurrencies are down an average of 75% and have the potential to see lower

prices. As time moves forward, fewer and fewer cryptocurrencies are seeing returns, and

some projects, unfortunately, will not survive these conditions to see potential returns in

the future. Considering all these factors and the current global state, it is tough to profit

now more than ever. What can the average individual do to combat this?

As we searched for a solution to this, we founded the Carrot Company. When looking at

the current options for potential returns, the most promising is trading. Trading can be a

gratifying and very rewarding profession. This being said, trading is also by far one of the

most challenging and time-consuming professions to acquire. The fact is that most

working people do not have the resources, nor do they have the time to dedicate to being

professional traders. In conjunction with this, the nature of the markets has begun to shift.

Particularly with this last cycle, the crypto market shows a more evident correlation with

the NASDAQ and traditional financial markets. As this connection strengthens, the ability

to trade the crypto market will become more challenging. The Carrot company was

founded to combat these obstacles.

THE INSPIRATION BEHIND CARROT

When we consider the tools necessary to become a successful trader we have extracted 
the four main elements to not only become a trader, but to remain a successful one. 

 

INVESTMENT OF TIME

EDUCATION

EXPERIENCE

DISCIPLINE
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CHALLENGES

Lack of experience
Experience is everything when it comes to trading, and experience requires a trader to

have experienced multiple crises and bear markets. While most traders have read about

weathering a choppy market, the reality is entirely different and filled with emotions. The

ability to be a successful trader requires both mental and technical skills to master. The

technical skill sets have many factors including, but not limited to, the ability to position

yourself correctly, to understand invalidation points, and to manage your risk properly.

Mental skill sets can include the ability to understand patience and to be able to manage

things such as fear and greed, which the general population does not have a good grasp

on, especially when it comes to finances. 

THE THREE BARRIERS 

 

Lack of liquidity
The role that liquidity plays in markets is crucial to understand. The average crypto trader

needs to trade with significant enough funds to create a stream of income sustainably. If

they do not start with substantial funds, they must master risk management to grow their

account safely. Unfortunately, when it comes to trading, the mindset most retail traders

have adopted is the consistent factor in the inability to remain profitable. In regards to

trading, having a sufficient amount of funds is necessary to be able to trade against

institutional players. The institutional side of markets will always have the upper hand in

trading since they carry substantial amounts of liquidity. In addition to that, they have the

risk appetite to utilize leverage. These are two key components that the average trader is

up against in terms of liquidity. Successful retail traders can employ institutional players'

tactics and apply them accordingly to their own risk if they have the proper resources-

which most don't.  

Weak Knowledge of Economics
The economy is the driver of the market, and it might be one of the most challenging jobs

when it comes to deciphering data and news. An individual coin's performance, news, and

funding are just some things dictating the price. Several economic indicators drive broader

market sentiment, which affects coin prices and crypto market sentiment to a degree.

Novice and intermediate traders in crypto need the proper resources for diving deep into

the economy's macros and applying this information when making investment decisions.

With a lack of the fundamental understanding one needs in markets, the average trader

has little hope of competing with giant corporations and traders in crypto.
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THE AGE OF SOCIAL MEDIA 

Since the birth of the world wide web, society has had a plethora of information on almost

any single topic at the tip of their fingers. With the internet acting as a powerful tool in the

everyday lives of individuals, there also comes some negative implications. One of those,

of course, is misinformation. Misinformation is a prevalent and important factor when it

comes to the crypto space, but it is rarely one that is given enough attention. When it

comes to the role of social media in society, we can safely assume that with proper due

diligence, we can adequately inform ourselves about things we may not know. The role

that social media plays explicitly in the crypto space is quite astonishing and, at the same

time, worrisome. We can take a closer look at this by focusing on one social media platform

considered the unofficial outlet for crypto: Twitter. On Twitter, we have an extensive list of

social media accounts that have grown so large that they can dictate the performance of

smaller cryptocurrencies. Unfortunately, the power of influence that these accounts hold

is one of the biggest reasons the average investor loses money in the crypto space. Due to

the lack of accountability in crypto, these larger accounts face little to no reprimands for

publishing false and misleading financial information. Often, these accounts will promote

crypto projects that are fundamentally illegitimate or projects with little to no financial

future to gain traction. These influencers are usually early buyers looking to sell out of

their positions by gaining additional volume or have received undisclosed payments from

developers on these projects to endorse their products. The general population needs to

be aware of these trends that influencers engage in so that they can combat these tactics.

This has caused tremendous losses for the average crypto investor and a bad reputation

for cryptocurrency projects overall. When implementing the strategies and services of the

Carrot Company, we have also factored in this component and the impact social media

can have on the community. In essence, social media plays a significant role in the

cryptocurrency space because there is a lack of a proper outlet that provides legitimate

information and resources. There needs to be more guidance in crypto, which the Carrot

Company strives to provide. 

The Carrot Company provides the shift from the average unreputable social media

information and applies a more research-based foundation for our project. The Carrot

Company’s lead trader is originally a trader and an investor in the traditional financial

markets. This perspective has allowed our team to transfer the tactics and strategies used

in conventional markets over to the cryptocurrency markets. For this reason, we hold

transparency to a very high degree and deliver this with each product. This unique

perspective makes us confident in our ability to provide top-notch information and

research in our financial decisions. 

COMBATING MISINFORMATION
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THE MARKETS 

When considering the direction of the crypto markets, it is necessary to factor in both the

current global state of the economy and the traditional financial markets. We are finding

ourselves during a time when risk assets are being tested to extreme levels as market

sentiment continues to take a downturn and global relations remain unsettled. In

conjunction with this, the unpredictability of the financial markets is enough to

disincentivize potential investors and traders. When we take a step back, we have added

another layer of difficulty regarding the monetization opportunities presented. Looking at

some aspects of the cryptocurrency market, we see a steady decline in overall activity.

The first indicator of interest leaving the cryptocurrency markets is a sharp decline in

trading volume across the top ten major exchanges.

WHAT ARE THE EXTERNAL FACTORS?

$25bn

$20bn

$15bn

$10bn

$5bn

$1bn

$30bn

October 2021 to October 2022

Top 10 DEX Trading Volume
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THE DRAWDOWN OF DEFI 

With every bull market cycle, there is usually a catalyst that stands apart from many and,

more than not, influences the narrative of that specific cycle. For the past cycle we

experienced in the crypto markets, it is safe to say that this was DeFi technology. The birth

of DeFi was undoubtedly an interesting one and definitely one that inspired the

emergence of many layer 1 projects with smart contract capabilities. In addition to this,

the vulnerabilities that DeFi specifically illustrated this past cycle contributed to an

already brutal crypto bear market. This unfortunate element has pushed traders and

investors away from these projects and, in turn, from cryptocurrencies in general. This

observation can be more closely examined in the following data indicating a sharp and

drastic decline in the market cap of DeFi projects across the top ten exchanges. 

A RISKY BUSINESS 

 

$25bn

$20bn

$15bn

$10bn

$5bn

$1bn

$30bn

October 2021 to October 2022

Top 10 DEFI MarketCap
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OUR OBJECTIVE

Our objective here at the Carrot Company is to offer services that can help individuals

grow their portfolios over time. In order to do this, the Carrot Company is offering three

services that can assist in achieving this goal. They are divided into Carrot NFT, Carrot Pool

and the Carrot Token. All three services are designed to achieve the same purpose, but we

have implemented individual services with the idea that they are specifically catered to

different audiences. We make it a personal goal of ours to be able to extend these

opportunities to individuals of all financial backgrounds and demographics, which is what

each service strives to attain. In addition to these services we are also providing

prospective traders with a service known as the Carrot Floor. The Carrot Floor is a live

signaling service that provides traders with the necessary tools to enter and exit trades as

they are performed live. 

WHAT CAN WE OFFER?
 

THE CARROT FLOOR 

A SIGNALING SERVICE AND MORE 

The Carrot Floor service was implemented to provide other opportunities for prospective

traders and traders of all levels. In general, signaling services have always been highly

sought after, especially during crypto winters and bear markets, where trading at different

ranges have shown to be very profitable. That being said, this is undoubtedly not an ability

many have, and acquiring the aptitude to trade successfully can be psychologically and

financially draining. In addition, trading also requires a very complex skill set that is

challenging to obtain and requires many components. The first step to trading

successfully is to hone in on the different skill sets, and the other step is to invest time.

Fundamentally speaking, markets move in cycles, and the best traders can recognize the

patterns and stages of these cycles to capitalize on every move. Mastering at these levels

can take years of long hours, many challenges along the way, and more physiological

implications than the average person is prepared for. When we look at what goes into

becoming a trader, we realize the value that mentorship can provide. The ability to learn

these skills from an already experienced trader is invaluable and one that would give real

insight into tackling the markets. This is where we have an edge here at the Carrot

Company. 
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The trader leading the signaling service at Carrot has a total of 16 years of trading in the

traditional financial and cryptocurrency markets—five of those years specifically in the

crypto market, where he trades an average of $800m in volume per annum. Our trader is

rare, especially in crypto, where traders run most paid groups with no background in

traditional financial markets and only experience in the crypto markets. In the past,

conventional expertise in financial markets was not necessary to perform well in the

crypto space, but the two were decoupled. In the present day, the two are heavily

correlated and will continue to develop a stronger connection as we move forward into

the future. This is also due to the anticipated influx of institutional investors from stock

market backgrounds. This, unfortunately, will cause crypto to start moving almost

identically to conventional markets. This is just one way we differ from other signaling

services. 

The Carrot Floor is unique in that it is not only an advanced signaling service but also

provides proper mentorship and guidance for those looking to advance in their trading

careers. Along with this, the Carrot Floor also includes education and counseling. Our

educational content goes past the basics of trading and touches on technical and mental

prerequisites of trading. The educational content digs deeper and provides direction,

which is overall lacking in crypto. 

THE CARROT NFT PASS

OUR NFT PROJECT
 

A service that the Carrot Company provides is the Carrot NFT pass. Investors will have the

opportunity to mint an NFT with Carrot Company and gain passive income every month.

AB9, our lead trader, trades the Carrot pool, and investors will have the opportunity to

earn 25% of the monthly pool profits consistently. The NFT project has a limited supply of

50 NFTs, and interested investors are required to submit applications for consideration.

The Carrot company goes through all applications and hand-selects holders based on set

criteria that have been placed.
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Access to Carrot Floor
NFT holders will automatically be granted access to the Carrot Floor. They will be provided

with educational content as well as live trades from our top trader. 

Passive Income
As a holder of the Carrot NFT, you will be rewarded with passive income as long as you

stake your NFT. The passive income will be rewarded in $CROT tokens and can be

converted to USDT. The rewards are generated from profit making through futures trading.

Preservation of Value
The Carrot NFT will preserve the value that the original investor has purchased the NFT

for. If the NFT is given back to the Carrot Company, the NFT holder will be provided with

the initial funds they purchased the NFT with. 

Full Control
All holders of the Carrot NFT will have complete control over their NFT assets. The holder

has the option to sell their NFT at any point and be provided with their funds.

PASSIVE INCOME

FLOOR
ACCESS

PRESERVATION
OF VALUE

FULL
CONTROL
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THE CARROT COIN

The CROT token is the official coin of the Carrot Company. $CROT is an ERC-20 token and

therefore built on the Ethereum chain. Investors who might not have the initial funds to

mint an NFT can consider the $CROT token. The $CROT token is another investment

opportunity for interested individuals to dedicate a certain amount of funds to purchasing

$CROT tokens. Once they purchase these CROT tokens, they will be required to stake them

to gain passive income. Holders are rewarded in $CROT tokens monthly, which they can

convert to USDT for passive income.

THE OFFICIAL TOKEN: $CROT

THE TOKENOMICS 

When considering which cryptocurrency projects are suitable investments, we are firm

believers in offering real utility for investors. The Carrot protocol provides the opportunity

for passive income. When designing the Carrot protocol, we wanted to ensure that

investors are getting rewarded in an impactful and consistent way. In reference to this, we

have also strived to find solutions to challenges presented by investing in

cryptocurrencies. One issue we have seen with cryptocurrencies is that the overall return

on investment consists of much uncertainty. Investors are prompted to invest in tokens

with a partial grasp of the projected returns and the timeline of those returns. This is a

problem we strived to find a solution for at Carrot. Factoring in a solution to the presented

issue is how we implemented our utility into the $CROT token, a generator of passive

income. The average investor allocates a designated amount of funds for the $CROT token

and is then provided with a certain amount of tokens which is proportional to the funds

dedicated as well as to the price of the token at the time of purchase. The funds are then

moved to the Carrot Pool. The Carrot Pool is traded daily, where we generate profits. 

UTILITY
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The supply for the Carrot coin is 5 billion tokens. At the time of ICO, 1.2 billion tokens are

unlocked, and the remainder is locked. The 3.9 billion tokens that are initially locked during

the ICO are periodically unlocked and released to holders over 27 years every month. The

passive income generated is provided every 28 days for holders who stake their $CROT.

Passive income is provided in additional $CROT tokens, which can then be converted to

USDT. 

TOKEN UNLOCK SCHEDULE

Initially, 20% of the total token supply will be provided during the ICO, and 30% of the

supply will be dedicated to the pool rewards. 

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

The liquidity pool will automatically have 51% locked by a third party, which is a safeguard.

This is initially locked for 12 months to also allow for exchange listings. We do not grant

complete control of these funds to any one entity in an attempt to provide stability to our

holders. 

LIQUIDITY POOL

Pool Rewards
30% Team

25%

ICO
20%

Collaboration
10%

airdrops
5%

reserves
5%

Pre-sale
3%

Locked Liquidity
51%

Carrot Pool
32%

Team
10%

Development
5%

Marketing
2%

Token Distribution Fund Distribution
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THE ROAD MAP

As we progress as a team and as a community, we have more significant goals and

achievements that we are striving to work towards. We have considered the necessary

steps that Carrot must take to provide the most optimal services that we have designed

for our community. Regarding this, we have also considered the current market conditions

and the external economic factors that would allow us to aim for particular milestones

before certain quarters strategically. Each step within our roadmap strives toward a more

vital task and will be instrumental in achieving the much larger goals we have set for the

project. The Carrot Company aims for continuous advancement and progressive growth as

we develop our services. Our roadmap details the future steps we will take and the

projected timeline for those steps.

OUR PLANS

Establish Carrot Company

Launch Carrot Floor

Introduce $CROT

Start $CROT Private Sale

Collect Whitelist Wallets for pre-sale

Develop Website

Design Carrot Pass

Exchange Negotiations

Q4 2022

Launch Website

Start $CROT Pre-sale

Mint Carrot Pass

Start ICO Process
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Lock Liquidity on Uniswap

 Carrot Pool 1.0

CROT/ETH Creation

List on Coin Gecko & Codex

List on First Exchange Tokpie

3rd party liquidity

Q1 2023

Verify on Etherscan

 Carrot Pool currency Patch List on Trade Ogre & TXbit

Carrot Floor payment Gateway

CROT/USDC Creation

Q2 2023

List on CMC, CG & CP

List on XT.com

Carrot Pool 2.0 List on probit 

$CROT Wrapping

Carrot Company Turns 1

Q3 2023

Holder liquidity Launch
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OUR OUTLOOK

WHAT DO WE HOPE TO ACHIEVE?

Sustainability
The most important element to us when designing our company was sustainability. We

want to ensure our services can be sustained over a long period for holders. When we

looked into the drawdowns of the crypto market and the ability to grow consistently, the

key factor was sustainability. We at the Carrot Company want to ensure we are providing

investors with the opportunity to see long-term growth. Our unique design and trading

style have allowed us to succeed under several past market conditions. We are confident

in our ability to withstand the market conditions we will be presented with in the future.

Steady Growth
Another main objective of ours was growth. In cryptocurrency, the best growth

opportunities have always been found in the bull market for the general population.

However, when we examine the facts more closely, we see that those with a particular skill

set can make steady progress regardless of market conditions. This level of acumen is

where we have an edge here at the Carrot Company. Our team is versatile and well

equipped to endure several market cycles, and we are confident in our ability to grow

steadily over time.

Mentorship
A primary consideration we accounted for when designing the Carrot Company is self-

sufficiency. We are not only determined to grow on a large scale level, but we plan to

provide expertise and education along the way. We want investors to become self-

sufficient in their respect eventually, and the resources we offer will give many

prospective traders the proper guidance they need to succeed. Mentorship is one of our

biggest goals here, and through this, we hope to produce more self-sufficient investors.
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MEET THE TEAM

WHO ARE WE? 

 

0xAB9 - Co-founder and CEO
 AB9 is a derivatives trader since 2006 that has worked through various financial

institutions trading large volumes. After acquiring multiple levels of experience as an

institutional trader, AB9 founded his fund valued at $400m with expertise in investment

management and analytical investment tools. AB9 originally developed the initiative for

this project, intending to bring his institutional knowledge to the cryptocurrency space. In

addition to this, his inspiration derived from the inclination to help others grow their

portfolios and potentially create traders along the way through mentorship. 

0xLuksFluksss - Co-founder and CTO
Luks is an insanely talented programmer that has been developing infrastructure since the

age of 15 years old. Over the duration of his career he has successfully coded,

programmed, and launched multiple websites and video games. Luks is also an

experienced NFT trader, and in addition to our project, he is currently working on 14 DAOs.

Luks is exceptionally passionate about NFTs and the world of DeFi. He hopes to play an

essential role in the future development of the NFT markets, and for this reason, he is an

exceptional member of our Carrot team. 

0xZA7- Chief Strategist
 ZA7 is our executive officer responsible for developing, implementing, and communicating

company strategies. ZA7 is our appointed person for setting short-term and long-term

goals for the company. In addition to this, our chief strategist is responsible for executing

plans through the use of strategic initiatives. ZA7 has a specific interest in

cryptocurrencies and plans to establish real utility, with the primary goal being

sustainability, through her work here at the Carrot Company. 

0xPepe - Head of operations 

Hyper productive operations manager with seven years of experience in streamlining and

managing marketing and financial schemes for big-name banks and retailers. 
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APPENDIX 

DISCLAIMERS AND RISK FACTORS

 

In relation to any and all information specified in this whitepaper, you hereby 
unconditionally and irrevocably accept and agree to the following:

No Access from restricted territories:

You fully acknowledge that it may not be lawful for individuals of certain countries or 
certain categories to access this whitepaper and confirm that you are not prohibited or 
restricted to access this whitepaper by any laws or regulations.
You fully understand and agree that unless permitted by applicable laws and regulations, 
any offerings of the tokens mentioned in this whitepaper (the “Tokens”) shall not be made 
directly or indirectly, nor shall any related documents be sent, in or into countries where 
participating in such offering is prohibited.

For clarity, any offerings of the Tokens are not intended to be made in the People’s 
Republic of China or in the United States of America.

The writer of this whitepaper, the issuer of the Tokens, their affiliates, officers, directors, 
employees, advisors and agents (collectively the “Writer Parties”) shall not be liable or 
responsible for any person who accessed this whitepaper from any jurisdiction which 
prohibits or limits access to this whitepaper. 

Information Only:

This whitepaper published by Carrot Company is provided for information purposes only 
without any kind of warranties including the following. Any conclusion or business plan 
found in this whitepaper is not guaranteed in its accuracy or completeness and no 
representations and warranties whether express or implied are made.
No warranty of merchantability, no warranty of fitness for a particular purpose, no 
warranty of the title or non-infringement.
No warranty that this whitepaper contains no error and that it is proper for any kind of 
purpose. No warranty that such contents do not infringe upon the right of any third party.

All warranties are hereby expressly disclaimed. The Writer Parties shall not be responsible 
for any and all kind of loss or damage (including, but not limited to, direct, indirect, special 
or consequential loss, actual or conclusive loss and damages, and collectively hereinafter 
referred as “damage”) that arise as a result of any use, error, omission, reference, 
dependence, reliance of any information contained in this whitepaper.
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APPENDIX 

DISCLAIMERS AND RISK FACTORS

 

This whitepaper may be modified or amended, and the latest version hereof will be 
distributed through the representative website. No notification will be provided in each 
and all modification or amendment to the whitepaper.
This whitepaper is provided for information only, and it is essentially a business proposal 
and shall not be legally binding in any case.

 Information such as reports specified within this whitepaper contains estimates for the 
future as prospective in nature, and as it contains uncertainties as they are yet unknown, 
there may be crucial disparities between those estimates and the actual results. The 
information contained in this whitepaper may include statements that are deemed to be 
“forward-looking statements,” which are not statements of historical facts. These forward- 
looking statements inherently contain risks and uncertainties as they relate to events or 
circumstances in the future. Accordingly, any information, opinions and prospective 
information including estimates, if contained herein, in relation to the expected roadmaps, 
development and anticipated conditions and performances of the relevant entities, are 
subject to update, expansion, revision, independent verification and amendment.

The Writer Parties, except otherwise required by any law, expressly make no undertaking 
to update or amend any forward-looking statements and make no representation or 
warranty that any events mentioned in those forward-looking statements will actually 
occur in reality. The Writer Parties intend to achieve all goals specified in this whitepaper 
but in the event of any unpredicted circumstances, such goals may not be achieved and 
the Writer Parties do not bear any responsibility or obligation to notify you in such cases.

No Offer:
All information contained in this whitepaper is not intended for information for an offer or 
solicitation of investment in any specific form or is not a proposal or an offer to solicit the 
purchase of any form of securities in any jurisdiction. It is for information purposes only to 
promote understanding of the business.
This whitepaper does not constitute or form, and is not intended to be, an offer or 
solicitation of an offer to buy or sell, subscribe for, underwrite or purchase any form of 
investment or securities or other financial instruments, nor shall it or any part of it form 
the basis of, or be relied upon, in any way in connection with, any contract or investment 
decision relating to the same.
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APPENDIX 

DISCLAIMERS AND RISK FACTORS

 

No Advice:
No content contained in this whitepaper constitutes any legal, financial, tax or other 
advice. You must conduct your own due diligence and shall comply with all local laws 
relating to virtual assets, taxes, securities and other regulations of the respective 
jurisdiction. You hereby fully acknowledge and agree that you are encouraged to 
independently consult with professional consultants.
 
No Agreement:
This whitepaper shall not form any basis of investment decision or decision to enter into 
any contract, and shall not be relied on in any case. All agreements between the issuer and 
you in any case of sale, exchange or acquisition of Tokens shall be governed by a separate 
document (the “Sale Document”). In case of any inconsistency between this whitepaper 
and the Sale Document, the Sale Document shall prevail.
 
No Advertisement:
This whitepaper is for general information purposes only, and it does not consist of any 
promotional material and shall not be used to propose or solicit subscription or 
investment on behalf of the Token issuer. The distribution of this whitepaper may be 
restricted or prohibited by the applicable laws or government authority of a jurisdiction. 
Any recipient of this whitepaper shall acknowledge and comply with all such restrictions 
or prohibitions, and the Writer Parties shall never be liable for any party in relation to the 
foregoing.
 
Regulatory Risks:
 This whitepaper is not prepared pursuant to any judicial jurisdiction, regulation or act of 
any specific country, and no regulatory authority or government entity has examined or 
approved this whitepaper. No act, regulation or regime with respect to virtual assets, 
Blockchain games and relevant applications have been introduced or implemented in 
numerous jurisdictions around the world. If any regulatory authority or government entity 
introduces any laws or regulations to regulate such virtual assets, Blockchain games and 
relevant applications, or makes changes to existing laws, regulations and/or rules, it may 
have a material adverse effect to any individuals or entities in relation to this whitepaper 
or the Tokens, and it may disable the implementation or operation of plans as referred to 
in this whitepaper, and/or impair the ability of any relevant entity referred to in this 
whitepaper to function or operate as intended, or at all.
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APPENDIX 

DISCLAIMERS AND RISK FACTORS

 

Market Volatility:
Any relevant Blockchain system or tokens may become no longer commercially viable or 
operable where there may be changes in political, societal, economic, or stock or virtual 
asset market conditions, or where the market value of, or the demand for, virtual assets or 
the relevant Blockchain systems may go down or become trivial.
 
Other Disclaimers:
 Even with their best efforts, the Writer Parties may not be able to implement or maintain 
the objectives, business strategies and plans as specified in this whitepaper. The roadmap 
specified in this whitepaper has been prepared on the basis of the current technical 
infrastructure and know-hows, but there may be potential business or technical barriers in 
the future which might impair or disable their actual operation. This whitepaper is a 
document containing certain information about the Writer Parties and the content hereof 
is subject to change in accordance with changes in the relevant laws and regulations, 
business circumstances and industry prospects, or the judgment of the management 
body, etc. To the fullest extent permitted by applicable laws, no Writer Parties shall be 
liable for any liability, claim, demand, loss or damage (including, but not limited to, 
negligence claims) arising out of or in any way related to your acceptance or reliance on 
the information contained in this whitepaper regardless of whether you have been advised 
of the possibility of such damages.
 
If any references have been made to any third-party website or information source, we 
may not have sought further verification on the accuracy, completeness and timeliness of 
the information specified therein, and no warranties of any kind are made with respect to 
the same. With respect to your purchase, exchange or acquisition of any Tokens, if any, 
you are hereby deemed to fully understand and agree as follows:

Virtual assets, including the Tokens, have no limit to their upper/lower limit price, and have 
demonstrated extreme volatility in their values in accordance with various factors such as 
speculative demands or changes in domestic or international regulatory conditions, 
having unique characteristics related to the market conditions of a 24/7/365 worldwide 
transaction service.
It is at your own risk and responsibility with respect to any investment decisions in virtual 
assets, and any and all possible losses and damages will be borne solely by you.
No warranties whatsoever with respect to the Tokens or their values are made or secured 
by any government, the Writer Parties or any third party.
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APPENDIX 

DISCLAIMERS AND RISK FACTORS

 

The Tokens are not to constitute capital market products such as securities or derivatives 
of any form, and they are not issued or registered under any Security Act or other similar 
laws of any specific country or jurisdiction in which any potential holder of the Tokens is 
located.

You shall not, are not eligible to, sell or use the Token in and from any jurisdiction in which 
any sale or use of certain digital currencies, digital assets, virtual assets or 
cryptocurrencies is prohibited, and any person in violation of such shall be solely 
responsible for such violation, and Carrot Company and its relevant parties shall not be 
responsible for any such cases.
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